
Grades 4–8

R T I

Program overview

 Dynamic Online Instruction
to Build Content-Area Vocabulary!
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the only online vocabulary program of its kind!
Dynamic interactive instruction is designed specifically for students who struggle with 
the specialized vocabulary of Science and Social Studies. Accessible, on-level vocabulary 
helps students close the achievement gap by improving their comprehension of 
content-area texts.

Teacher-friendly materials enhance any curriculum. Flexible instruction allows educators 
to fit content-area vocabulary into their busy schedules.

fits rti tiers 1and 2

Extensive scaffolding makes Wordly Wise Science & Social Studies™ accessible to students with a variety of 
needs.

•	 Audio helps on-level students with pronunciation and meaning

•	 Grade-level vocabulary is presented in context that is two grades below students’ nominal grade

•	 Immediate feedback guides students and reinforces correct answers

•	 Remediation activities help students master words

•	 Word-by-word audio support and tracking in reading passages guide struggling readers

Why teach content-area vocabulary?

“Given the importance of academic background knowledge 

and the fact that vocabulary is such an essential aspect of it, 

one of the most crucial services that teachers can provide, 

particularly for students who do not come from academically 

advantaged backgrounds, is systematic instruction in 

important academic terms.” 
-Robert Marzano, 2005

The Common Core State Standards state that students should be able to 

“Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases in a text relevant to a grade [level] topic or subject area.”
ommon Core

STATE STANDARDS

Aligned to the
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features & benefits

What Wordly Wise science  
& social studies provides…  and hoW it Works for you!

Dynamic online learning environment

Exercises are interactive and engaging. Students 
receive immediate feedback as they progress through 
each exercise. Struggling students are provided with 
additional support and Practice for Success activities 
as needed.

Easy to use management and reporting 

Browser-based delivery and convenient dashboard  
access provide administrators, teachers, and IT staff 
with powerful tools to manage implementation. 

Real-time data helps educators target and 
differentiate instruction to keep students on track 
for success.

Targeted, direct content-area vocabulary  
instruction with lower readability

Students gain access to grade level Science and Social 
Studies vocabulary through texts written two grades 
below students’ nominal grade.

Scaffolded instruction and support

At each step, students are provided with a level of 
support that allows for success but requires cognitive 
effort. Students gain confidence in their own abilities 
as they engage in a rewarding learning experience.

A variety of engaging activities

Students interact with words often and in a variety of 
contexts, providing the multiple exposures needed to 
help them master content-area vocabulary.

Students will be able to apply this knowledge  
to content-area texts they encounter in school  
and beyond.

Strategy instruction

Developing word learning strategies, such as how to 
apply Greek and Latin roots, helps students decipher 
unknown words they will encounter in their reading 
and on assessments.
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Species Survival The Water Cycle Plate Tectonics
Preventing  

Disease
Motion  

and Energy

Ecosystems Extreme Weather Heat
DNA and 
Genetics

The Atom

Electromagnetism The Solar System Acid Rain Plant Hybrids
The Periodic 

Table

The Rock Cycle
Blood and  
the Body

The Greenhouse 
Effect

Paleontology
The Life  
of a Star

Shaping Earth’s 
Surface

Properties of 
Substances

Unusual  
Ecosystems

Optics
The Science 

of Food
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Early Settlements 
The Pueblo 

Revolt
Imperial China Classical Rome America Votes

America Moves 
West

Slavery in 
America

Excavating  
History

The Silk Road
The War of 

1812

The Great 
Depression

The Colonists 
Revolt

Egypt of the 
Pharoahs

Inca Rule
The Mexican-
American War

The U.S.  
Constitution

Western  
Expansion

The Ancient 
Hebrews

Renaissance 
Europe

Segregation

Maps, Charts, and 
Globes

Branches of the 
U.S. Government

India in the 
Bronze Age

Economics
The Industrial 

Revolution
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scope and sequence

Words and topics for each lesson are drawn from grade level Science and Social 
Studies textbooks and correlate to national and state standards. Words were chosen 
based on importance, usefulness, and difficulty. To see a list of vocabulary words, visit 
epsbooks.com/WWSS.  
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Browser-based delivery and convenient dashboard access provide administrators, 
teachers, and IT staff with powerful tools to manage their implementation. 

Program administrators 
can track use and 
progress across all 
schools, while server 
or hosted deployment 
simplifies ongoing 
maintenance. 

Easy-to-use data helps 
educators target and 
differentiate instruction.

management & reporting
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data & instruction

Built-in diagnostics and real-time progress monitoring enable personalized learning 
while giving teachers detailed data to differentiate instruction.

•	 Dynamic learning - Responsive technology adapts to student performance

•	 Ongoing diagnostics - System captures detailed data on vocabulary mastery 

Immediate feedback  
guides students and 
reinforces correct  
answers.



Interactive lessons with full audio support engage students and promote success. 

•	 Engaging activities motivate students

•	 Immediate feedback for each activity keeps students on track

•	 Flexible instruction meets the needs of a variety of learners

Each ten-word lesson is built around a topic covered at that grade level (4–8) and 
follows a consistent format. While the topics and words are on level, readability is two 
grades lower, allowing students who struggle to access material at their own level. 

Each activity provides immediate feedback that coaches students toward the correct 
answer. Engaging lessons give students multiple exposures to each word, leading to 
long-term retention. Audio support provides extra scaffolding. 

Pre-Test

Word
List

Exercise
Selection

(Students complete 4 exercises)

Reading 
Passage

Post-Test

Review

Practice for 
Success

(For students who need it)
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student lessons



Students become 
familiar with high-stakes 
test formats as they 
complete different types 
of activities. 

student Word list and exercises 
Students study the ten lesson words from virtual word cards, then complete a series of 
engaging activities to help them master the words.

student pre-test
Lessons begin with a Pre-Test of the lesson’s ten vocabulary words. This provides data 
that can be compared to the student’s Post-Test results.
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student lessons 



Students interact with each vocabulary word often and in various contexts.

Students receive immediate feedback that coaches and guides them through activities. 
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student lessons 



revieW
Every lesson includes a fun way to review words before taking the Post-Test. Motivating 
activities help build long-term retention for student success.

Crossword puzzles are a 
fun way to help students 
review lesson vocabulary.

reading passage
A nonfiction reading passage uses all lesson vocabulary in context that is two grades 
below students’ nominal grade. Students then answer questions about each word.

A colorful illustration is 
replaced by questions when 
students finish reading.
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student lessons 



Students demonstrate 
mastery while getting 
used to the test-taking 
conventions of state and 
national assessments.

post-test

A Post-Test follows the lesson and assesses all lesson vocabulary.

This report shows 
students how they did 
on the Post-Test.  
Students will receive 
extra “Practices for 
Success” activities for 
any words they got 
wrong on the Post-Test.
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student lessons 



Students are given a series of “Practice for Success” activities for any words they missed 
on the Post-Test. These motivating activities ensure mastery of all lesson vocabulary.

Students read or listen to a 
definition along with a new 
contextual sentence for any 
words they missed on the 
Post-Test. 

Dynamic visual 
representations of words 
and concepts help students 
master lesson vocabulary. 
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practice for success



Different types of 
activities reinforce 
vocabulary for long-term 
retention.

Students receive 
a “Certificate of 
Completion” after 
demonstrating mastery 
of lesson vocabulary 
on the Post-Test. This 
can be sent home to 
show parents what 
students are learning 
and can be also be 
used as a record of 
students’ work.
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practice for success



Teacher materials found in the online Teacher Resource Area include professional 
development articles on the role and function of vocabulary instruction, strategies 
for vocabulary instruction, and several downloadable PDFs that teachers can use 
with students. 

•	 Instructional support and strategies

•	 Enrichment and Extension activities

•	 Graphic Organizers

•	 Word Cards
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teacher resources

Word Smarts

Strategic learning of vocabulary provides students with the tools to generalize their word study to 
encounters with many other new words they will find in their readings and studies.



Graphic Organizers
Word Cards
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teacher resources

Graphic organizer 
activities give educators 
options for whole 
class instruction that 
expands students’ word 
knowledge

Word cards serve as an 
independent study aid to 
help students practice and 
master lesson vocabulary.   



Follow us on twitter:
twitter.com/ss_eps

Follow us on Facebook:
Facebook.com/EPSLiteracyandIntervention

tel 800.225.5750  fax 888.440.2665
epsbooks.com

910282
13-104-POV

To learn more, visit epsbooks.com/MCI

To learn more, visit epsbooks.com/WW3000online

MCIMaking Connections® Intervention

Reach Your Struggling Adolescent Readers

Direct Academic  
Vocabulary Instruction

Blended literacy solution for middle and high school
•  a robust assessment strand monitors student progress

•  adaptive technology provides students with individualized instruction

•  flexible instructional model incorporates whole group, small group,  
 and independent learning scenarios

•  blended media delivers highly motivating, interactive content

 

The same content as Wordly Wise 3000®  
print edition levels 2-12 in an online format!
Increase students’ academic vocabulary with:

•  multiple interactions with every word to ensure mastery

•  full audio support to help struggling students and  
 English Language Learners

•  immediate corrective feedback that supports student success

•  appealing student interface that increases motivation

•  real-time formative data that drives instruction

WORDLY WISE 3OOO® ONLINE
R T I

Grades 6–12
R T I
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